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Abstract
By using some inequalities and properties of martingale diﬀerences, we investigate
the moment of maximum normed randomly weighted sums of martingale
diﬀerences under some weakly conditions. A suﬃcient condition to the moment of
this stochastic sequence with maximum norm is presented in this paper.
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1 Introduction
Let {Xn,n ≥ } be a sequence, independent and identically distributed with EX = . De-
note Sn =
∑n




E|X|r <∞, if p < r,
E[|X|r log( + |X|)] <∞, if p = r,


































are all equivalent. Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [] obtain (.)⇒ (.) for the case p≥ r =
, Burkerholder [] gets (.)⇒ (.) for the case p = r = , Gut [] proves that (.)-(.) are
equivalent in the case p ≥ r, and Choi and Sung [] show that (.)-(.) are equivalent in
the case p < r. For  < r <  and p > , Chen andGan [] prove that (.)-(.) are equivalent
under the dependent case such as ρ-mixing random variables.
By using the method of dominated by a nonnegative random variable, we investigate
the randomly weighted sums of martingale diﬀerences under some weakly conditions.
A suﬃcient condition to (.) and (.) is presented. To a certain extent, we generalize
the result of Chen and Gan [] for ρ-mixing random variables to the case of randomly
weighted sums of martingale diﬀerences. For the details, please see our main result of
Theorem . in Section .
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Recall that the sequence {Xn,n ≥ } is stochastically dominated by a nonnegative ran-





) ≤ CP(X > t) for some positive constant C and all t ≥ 
(see Adler and Rosalsky [] andAdler et al. []). A bound on tail probabilities for quadratic
forms in independent random variables is seen by using the following condition. There ex-




For details, see Hanson and Wright [] and Wright [].
Meanwhile, the deﬁnition of martingale diﬀerences can be found in many books such
as Stout [], Hall and Heyde [], Shiryaev [], Gut [], and so on. There are many re-
sults of martingale diﬀerences. For example, Ghosal and Chandra [] gave the complete
convergence ofmartingale arrays; Stoica [, ] investigated the Baum-Katz-Nagaev-type
results for martingale diﬀerences;Wang et al. [] also studied the complete moment con-
vergence for martingale diﬀerences; Yang et al. [] obtained the complete convergence
for the moving average process of martingale diﬀerences; Yang et al. [] investigated the
complete moment convergence for randomly weighted sums of martingale diﬀerences,
etc.
On the other hand, randomly weighted sums have been an attractive research topic in
the literature of applied probability. For example, Thanh and Yin [] studied the almost
sure and complete convergence of randomly weighted sums of independent random ele-
ments in Banach spaces; Thanh et al. [] investigated the convergence analysis of double-
indexed and randomly weighted sums of mixing processes and gave its application to state
observers of linear-time-invariant systems; Kevei andMason [] andHormann and Swan
[] studied the asymptotic properties of randomly weighted sums and self-normalized
sums; Cabrera et al. [] and Shen et al. [] investigated the conditional convergence for
randomly weighted sums; Gao and Wang [] and Tang and Yuan [] investigated the
randomly weighted sums of random variables and have given an application to ruin the-
ory and capital allocation; Chen [] obtained some asymptotically results of randomly
weighted sums of dependent random variables with dominated variation, and so on.
Throughout the paper, I(A) is the indicator function of set A and C,C,C, . . . denote
some positive constants not depending on n. The following lemmas are our basic tech-
niques to prove our results.
Lemma . (cf.Hall andHeyde (Theorem . in [])) If {Xi,Fi, ≤ i≤ n} is amartingale





































Lemma . (cf. Adler and Rosalsky (Lemma  in []) and Adler et al. (Lemma  in []))
Let {Xn,n ≥ } be a sequence of random variables, which is stochastically dominated by a
nonnegative random variable X.Then, for any α >  and b > , the following two statements
hold:
E[|Xn|αI(|Xn| ≤ b)]≤ C{E[XαI(X ≤ b)] + bαP(X > b)},
E[|Xn|αI(|Xn| > b)]≤ CE[XαI(X > b)],
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where C and C are positive constants not depending on n. Consequently, for all n ≥ , one
has E|Xn|α ≤ CEXα , where C is a positive constant not depending on n.
2 Themain result and its proof
Theorem . Let  < r < ,  < p < , and {Xn,Fn,n ≥ } be a martingale diﬀerence se-








CEX <∞, if  < r < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if r = ,
CEXr <∞, if r > ,




CEX <∞, if  < r < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if r = ,
CE[Xr log( +X)] <∞, if r > ,




CEX <∞, if  < p < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if p = ,
CEXp <∞, if p > .
(.)
Assume that {An,n ≥ } is an independent sequence of random variables, which is also






i=AiXi, n≥ . Then one has the result (.), which implies the result (.).
Remark . In Theorem ., {AnXn,Fn,n ≥ } may be not a martingale diﬀerence, since
An is not required to be measurable with respect to Fn–. We use the property of inde-
pendence and themethod ofmartingales to study themoments ofmaximumnormed (.)
and (.) and give a suﬃcient condition (.) for them.







































































let s = (k–)p/rt
)






















+ E(AiXsi|Gi–), ≤ i≤ n.
































































































=: I + I + I. (.)












In view of {An,n ≥ } is independent of the sequence {Xn,n ≥ }; by Markov’s inequality,






















































































m= m–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p < r,
C
∑∞
m=mm–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p = r,
C
∑∞
m= mp/r–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p > r.
(.)



















k/r < Y ≤ (k+)/r)]



















k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)] ≤ CEX.









































































































k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)] ≤ CEXr .






































k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)] ≤ CEX.
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k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)] ≤ CEX.






































k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)]
≤ CEX log( +X).














































k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)] ≤ CEXp.








m= m–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p < r,
C
∑∞
m=mm–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p = r,
C
∑∞









CEX <∞, if  < r < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if r = ,
CEXr <∞, if r > ,




CEX <∞, if  < r < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if r = ,
CE[Xr log( +X)] <∞, if r > ,




CEX <∞, if  < p < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if p = ,
CEXp <∞, if p > .
(.)
It can be checked that for the ﬁxed real numbers a, . . . ,an,
{
aiXsi – E(aiXsi|Gi–),Gi, ≤ i≤ n
}
























∣A = a, . . . ,An = an
}














by using the fact that {A, . . . ,An} is independent of {Xs, . . . ,Xsn}. Consequently, by




















































=: CI +CI. (.)





























































































i/r < X ≤ (i+)/r)]
≤ C +CEXr .





































































Y ≤ (m+)/r)] ≤ CEXp.







m= m(r–)/rE[XI(X ≤ (m+)/r)], if p < r,
C
∑∞
m=mm(r–)/rE[XI(X ≤ (m+)/r)], if p = r,
C
∑∞





C +CEXr <∞, if p < r,
C +CE[Xr log( +X)] <∞, if p = r,
CEXp <∞, if p > r.
(.)































m= m–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p < r,
C
∑∞
m=mm–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p = r,
C
∑∞
m= mp/r–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p > r.
(.)
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k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)] ≤ CEX.








































































































k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)] ≤ CEXr .



















k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)]



















k/r < X ≤ (k+)/r)] ≤ CEX.




































































































m= m–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p < r,
C
∑∞
m=mm–m/rE[XI(X > m/r)], if p = r,
C
∑∞









CEX <∞, if  < r < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if r = ,
CEXr <∞, if r > ,




CEX <∞, if  < r < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if r = ,
CE[Xr log( +X)] <∞, if r > ,




CEX <∞, if  < p < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if p = ,
CEXp <∞, if p > .
(.)
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Obviously, it can be seen that {Xn,Gn,n ≥ } is also a martingale diﬀerence, since
{Xn,Fn,n≥ } is a martingale diﬀerence. Combining with the fact that {An,n≥ } is inde-









= EAiE[Xi|Gi–] = , a.s., ≤ i≤ n.

























































































































CEX <∞, if  < r < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if r = ,
CEXr <∞, if r > ,




CEX <∞, if  < r < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if r = ,
CE[Xr log( +X)] <∞, if r > ,




CEX <∞, if  < p < ,
CE[X log( +X)] <∞, if p = ,
CEXp <∞, if p > .
(.)
Consequently, in view of (.), (.), (.), (.)-(.), (.), and (.), one has (.).
By (.), it is easy to get (.). 
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